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INTRODUCTION 
The semigroup theories of fundamental importance were discovered 
in 1.928 with the publication of a paper by A. K. Suschkewitsch. The 
paper is included in th only book published prior to 1961 dealing 
primarily with the algebraic theory of semigroups. The book written 
by the above author and published in 1937 is entitled The Theory of 
Generalized Groups. 
Since 1940 the number of papers on semigroups has increased to 
approximately 30 pe.r year. Thus we find ourselves in the midst of a 
new and expanding area of mathematics. Our interest centers around 
the structure of semigroups and their representation by mappings. 
Therefore it is necessary that the reader be familiar with sets, map-
pings, groups, and lattices . 
STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF SEMIGROUPS 
Elementary Concepts and Definitions 
A binary operation defined on a set Sis a mapping of S x S 
into S where S x S denotes the cartesian product of S with itself. 
The system (S , .) where S ~(p and (.) is a binary operation, 
is called a groupoid. If a.(b.c) = (a.b).c for all a, b, c in S, 
then the binary operation (.) is said to be associative. (S, . ) is 
called a semigroup wherever(.) is associative. a.b will be denoted 
ab and (S , .) by S. 
A transformation of a set Xis a single valued mapping of X 
into itself. By defining x(aS) = (xa)S to be the composition of two 
transformations of X we see that for any xeX 
x((aS)Y) = (x(aS))y = ((xa)S)y = x(a(SY)) and so T, the set of 
X 
all transformations on X, is a semigroup with respect the binary 
operation composition. Tx is called the full transformation semi-
group on X. 
Any one-to-one transformation of a set X onto itself is called 
a permutation. The set of all permutations on X (under the opera-
tion of composition) is called the symmetric group on X and is de-
noted by Gx. 
A transformation a such that xa = c for every x eX i s called a 
constant transformation. 
A nonempty subset of a groupoid Sis called a subgroupoid of S 
i f a , be T imply abeT. Under the same conditio ns Tis called a 
subsemigroup whenever Sis a semigroup. 
Sis called cancellative if every element is left and right 
cancellable. That is: ax= ay and xa = ya separately imply x = y 
for x,y,a,beS. 
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Left and right identity elements are defined as usual. Suppose 
S contains a left identity e and a right identity f. Then e = ef = 
e implies exactly one of the following holds for S: 
i) S has no left identity and no right identity. 
ii) S has one or more left identity elements, but no right 
identity elements or vice versa. 
iii) S has a unique two sided identity and no other identities, 
Any element z in S such that za = z for every aeS is called a 
left zero element, Similarly we can define right zero elements, 
The term zero element is reserved for an element which is both right 
and left zero. Whenever every element of Sis right zero we call S 
a right zero semigroup since x(yz) = xz = z = yz = (xy)z for any 
x,y,zes. 
The dual of a concept is defined to mean the concept obtained 
by replacing every product ab in the original statement with ba. As 
an example note that the preceding definitions of left and right zero 
elements are dual concepts. Many propositions will be established 
throughout the paper and their duals will be taken without comment. 
An idempotent element is any eeS such that e2 = e. 
A group was defined by H. Weber (Lehrbuch der Algebra, vol. 2 
(1896), pp. 3-4) as a semigroup G such that for any a,beG there 
exist uniq ue elements x,ye G such that ax= band ya= b. However 
we see from the following that it is unnecessary to postulate the 
uniqueness of x and y. 
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Theorem 1. A group may be defined as a semigroup G containing 
a left identity e such that for any aeG there exists yeG such that 
ya= e. (We call ya left inverse of a.) 
Proof : Assume Weber's definition holds for a semigroup G. Let 
a,beG . Then there exist x,y eG such that ax= band ya= b. Also 
there are w,z in G such that bz = a and wb = a. Then a= wb = w(ya) = 
(wy)a which means wy = e is a left identity for the element a. We 
now show that e is a left identity for every element in G. Take k 
in G. There is z in G such that az = k. Then ek = e(az) = (ea) z = 
az = k. Thus e is a left identity for any keG. To establish the 
left inverse let aeS be arbitrary. Then there exists yin S such 
that ya= e. 
Conversely assume G is a semigroup with left identity e such 
that for any aeG there exists a*eG such that a*a = e. We need to 
show that Weber's definition of a group holds for G. In doing so we 
shall prove G is cancellative and a* is both a left and right inverse 
of a. Suppose ca= cb for a,b,ceS. Then c*c = e. It follows that 
c*(ca) = c*(cb) implies (c * c)a = (c*c)b implies ea= eb implies a= 
b. Hence G is left cancellative 
Now we show that e is also a right identity for G. Let aeG. 
Then e(a*a) = (a*a)(a*a) = a*a implies a*(a(a*a)) = a*a implies 
a(a*a) = a by left cancellation. Finally since a*a = t3. we have 
ae = a. 
Next we establish that a * is also a right inverse of a (i.e. : 
aa * = e). (a *a)a * =ea * = a *e since e is both a left and right 
identity. Th en a * (aa * ) = a*e i mplies aa* = e by left cancellation. 
We ar e n ow a b l e t o p ro ve G is right cancellative. For suppose 
ac = b e . Th en ( a c) c * = ( b c)c * i mplies a(cc*) = b(cc * ) implies ae = 
be imp l i e s a= b. 
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Final ly we arr i ve at Webe r 's definition by taking a,b€G. Then 
b =b e = b( a *a ) = ( b a *) a = ya f or y = ba * €G. Similarly b = (aa * )b = 
a(a *b) = a x f o r x = a *b €G. 
Ear lier we cl aime d that Webe r need not have postulated the 
uniqu eness of x and y. This fa c t results from the cancellative 
property in G. 
A se mi gr oup may n o t be a group itself yet contain a group. An 
example i s fo und in th e full transformation semigroup T which con-
x 
tains the sub g roup Gx . 
Theorem 2 : Let S b e a semigroup and Ta subset of S. Then T 
is a subgroup of S iff a T =Ta= T for every a€T. 
Proof : Assume aT =Ta= T for every a€T. Let b€T, This 
implies b€Ta and b€aT. Since aT = [at:t€T) then b = at 1 for some 
t1 €T. Similarly b = t2a for some t2€T since Ta = t_ ta t t€T}. 
Hence for every a,b€T there exist t 1 , t 2 in T such that b = at1 = 
t 2a. Thus Tis subgroup by Weber's definition. 
Conversely let T be a subgroup of a semigroup S. Let a,b€T. 
From Weber's definition there exist x,y€T such that ax= ya= b which 
means a T = Ta= T . 
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By a right ideal of a groupoid S we mean a non-empty subset A 
of S such that AS S A. An ideal is a non-empty subset of S which is 
both a right and a left ideal of S. A groupoid is said to be right 
simple if the only right ideal of Sis S itself. Sis simple when 
it contains no proper ideal. 
An equ iv alent cond ition for a semigroup to be right simple is 
the following : A semigr oup Sis rig ht simple if£ aS = S for every 
ae:S. For suppose Sis right simple and aS 1- S for some ae:S . Then 
(aS)S = a(SS) = aS 1 S. Hence aS is a proper right ideal of S. Now 
suppose aS =Sand Sis no t right simple. Then there is a prop er 
right ideal R of S. Hence for any ae:R we have aS e RCS implies 
as 1- s. 
It follows in the same manner that Sis left simple if£ Sa= S 
for every ae:S. These conditions together with Theorem 2 imply th at 
a semigroup Sis a group if£ Sis both right and left simple . 
The following theorems are give n to exhibit some properties of 
semigroups and their close relationship with mappings. 
Theor em Ja: If e is an idempotent element of a left cancella-
tive semi grou p S , then e is a left identity of S. 
Proof : Let x e:S. Suppo se e is an idempotent in S. Then ex= 
e 2x = e(ex) implies x = ex since Sis left cancellative. Thus e is 
a left identity of S . 
Theorem 3b : A cancellative semigroup can contain at most one 
idempotent eleme nt , namely an identity. 
Proof : Sup pos e S ha s two idempotent eleme nts, e and£. Sinc e 
S is both right and left cancellative, Theorem 3a shows that any 
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idempotent is both a righ t and a left identity and hence must be the 
uniqu e two-sid ed identi t y . Thus e = £. 
Theo re m 4a : An element a of Tx is right zero if£ it is a con -
stant t r an s form a t i on . 
Pr oo f : Let a b e a con s t ant t ransformation of Tx. Then for 
eve r y x e:X, xa = c f or s ome fixe d c eX. Thus x(ya) = (xy)a = c impli es 
ya= a f or every Ye:Tx . Henc e a is right zero. Conversely suppose a 
is a right zer o ele ment of Tx bu t n ot a constant transformation. 
Then the r e ar e at least two eleme nts x ,ye:X such that XO' 1 ya. Define 
91 , i32e:Tx su ch t hat fo r some ze:X zS1 = x and z132 = y. Then z(S 1a) = 
(zS 1)a = xa 1 ya = ( zi32)a = z( Sza ) . Thus 131a 1 Sp and a is not 
right zero. This contr adic t i on gi v e s the desired result. 
Theor em 4b : Ther e are no l ef t z eroes in Tx if 1Xl>1. wher e \XI 
denotes th e co r dinalit y of X. 
Proo f: Suppos e \XI > .1. and i3e:Tx is right zero. Let ae:Tx be 
arbitrary. Sinc e Sis right ze ro , a6 = 13 implies x(aS) = (xO')S = xi3 
for every x e:X. Bu t then a is the identity map--a contradiction since 
a was select ed a r bitraril y . 
Let X be a finite s e t of cardinal n. If ae:Tx, define the rank 
r of a to be \Xal and the defect of a to be n-r. 
Theorem Sa : I f Se:Tx ha s rank r<n, there exist elements y and 6 
of Tx such that y has ran k r+l , 6 has rank n-1 and 6 = yo. 
Pr oof : Sin c e ~ has ran k r<n there exist x1 ,x 2e:X such that x16 
x2 S· Def i n e y = s f or eve r y x e:X ex cept at xl and let xly = x3 where 
= 
x3e: xs. The n de fine 6 to be the identity on Xy except at X3, Define 
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x36 = x29. Then X6 = n-1, Xy = r+l and 9 = yo. 
Theorem Sb : Let cteTx have defect 1, then every other element S 
of Tx of defect 1 can be expressed in the form Act6 with A, 6eGx . 
Proof : Let SeTx and 6 have defect 1. Let xeX such that xeXa. 
Define x6 = x1 where x1s X9. Since ct has defect 1 there are elements 
xi, xj eX such that Xict = xjct. Similarly there exist xk' x,e. De-
fine A€Gx such that XkA = xi and X~ A = xj. Then ~(Act6) = ~ ( Act6). 
A may be chosen with no further restrictio ns. 
is determined by A to achieve \a6 = 9. 
It follows that 6sG 
X 
The following example illustrates the method abov e: 
e A ct 6 
(:~: 1---, 1 1 1 1 :x: 2 2 2 -::. 3 3 3 
\ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Light's Associativity Test 
Let S(.) be a finite groupoi d. We are interested in examining 
the operation(.) for associativity when(.) is given by a Cayley 
multiplication table. 
This section develop s a procedure discovered by F. W. Light in 
1949. 
Let a b e a fixed element in Sand x,ysS be arbitrary. Define 
two binar y operation s (*) and (o) in S such that: x*Y = x.(a.y) and 
xoy = (x.a) . y . 
Theorem 7: S(.) is associative iff, for each fixed a€S, ( *) 
and (o) are the same. 
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Proof : The "only if" part follows from the definition of 
associati vity. Conversely assume for a€S that x.(a.y) = (x.a ). y for 
all x,y €S, By hypothesis this holds for every element of S. Hence 
S(.) is associative. 
Light's associativity test is basically that we construct Cayley 
multiplication tables for ('i() and (o) to see if they are the same. 
These two tables are easily constructed from the (.)~table. In the 
case of the (*)-table replace they column by the a .y column for 
every Y€S, However, s ince x.a €S we can determine directly from the 
(.)-table whe ther the x row of the (*)-table coincides with the x.a 
row of the (o)-table. That is: the x.a row of the (o)-table is 
simply one of the rows of the (.)-table. Hence we have no need to 
construct the (o)-table. 
The following further simplication was noted by Dr. Light. For 
each generator, g€S, form a table of elements (called the g-table) 
in the subsequent manner. Form the horizontal index line and the 
vertical index line of the g-ta ble by using the grow and the g 
column of the (.) -ta ble respectively. Now copy the columns of the 
(.)-table in the order specified by the horizontal index line and 
verify that the rows thus formed are simply those of the (.)-table 
labelled by the vertical index column. By the preceding paragraph 
we note that this procedure forms all products x.(g.y) and (x.g). y 
as x and y range over the va lues of S. 
We claim that whenever th e tables constructed for each generat-
ing element of S correctly label the columns and rows as specified 
above, then Sis associative. 
Theorem 8: The set of all elements g of a groupoid S that 
associate with all elements of S, in the sense that x(gy) = (xg)y, 
for all x,y eS, is a subsemigroup of S. 
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Proof : Assume a,beS such that x(ay) = (xa)y and x(by) = (xb)y 
for all x,yeS, then x((ab)y) = x(a(by )) = (xa)(by) = ((xa)b)y = 
(x(ab))y. So whenever a and b associate then ab associates. 
It is a corollary to this theorem that the set of all generating 
elements of Sis a semigroup and hence Sis a semigroup. 
Example : Check the system S(.) for associativity. The Cayle y 
table for(.) is given below, S = [e,f,g,a,o}. 
. e f g a 0 
e e a e a 0 
f 0 f g 0 0 
g g f g f 0 
a 0 a e 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
We note that [a,gJ is the set of generating elements for S. Hence 
we form two tables, one for each of the generators, by the method 
above . 
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a- table g-tab le 
11 arr 0 a e 0 0 II g" g f g f 0 
a 0 a e 0 0 e e a e a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 g g f g f 0 
f 0 f g 0 0 g g f g f 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 e e a e a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Explanation : The top index rows are just the a and grows of the 
(.)-table. The columns are obtained by copying the columns of the 
(.)-table as listed by the top index rows. We see by checking that 
the rows so formed are just the rows from the (.)-table as labelled 
by the left index column. We conclude that S(.) is associative. 
Translations and the Regular Representation 
Let Sand S* be groupoids. A mapping¢ of S into S* is called 
a homomorphism if (ab)q>= a¢bcf,for all a,beS. It follows thats¢ 
is a semigroup whenever Sis a semigroup. 
Any homomorphism ,pof a semigroup S into Tx, where Xis any set, 
is called a representation of S by transformations of X, A one-to-
one representation is called faithful. 
For each aeS we associate a transformation Pa defined by xpa = 
xa for all xeS. We call Pa the inner right translation of S corre-
sponding to each element a of S. Similarly we define the inner left 
translation of S corresponding to each a of S by x\a = ax. 
Theorem 9. A groupoid Sis a semigroup iff every inner right 
translation of Sis a right translation of S, 
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Proof : Let Pa be an inner right translation such that x(ypa) = 
(xy)p . Then x(ya) = (xy)a. Hence Sis a semigroup . Conversely 
a 
let S be a semigroup. Let Pa be an inner right translation of S. 
Then (xy)pa = (xy)a = x(ya) = x(y pa). 
The regular representation of a semigroup Sis the mapping 
which asso cia tes with each agS the transformation Pa in Ts. If S 
has no identity we may adjoin an identity element 1. We define s1 = 
S if leS and s 1 = SUl when 1ts. The extended regular representation 
is the representation indu ce d in S by the regular representation of 
A semigroup is called left reductive if xa == xb for all xeS 
imply a= b. 
Theorem 10; Th e regular representation</> is faithful iff Sis 
left reductive. 
Proof : Let¢ be faithful . Assume xa = xb for all xeS. Then 
for every xeS xpa = xpb. This means Pa= pb. Since¢ is faithful 
we have a = b. Conversely let S be left reductive. Suppose a4 = 
b;, that is Pa= Pb· Then for every xes, xpa = xpb implies xa = xb. 
Since Sis left reductive a= b. Hence~ is one-to-one or faithful. 
Corollary 10: The regular representation is faithful if S con-
tain s a left identity. 
Proof : Suppose a~= b¢ (i.e.: Pa= Pb) and e is a left identity 
of S. Then epa = epb implies ea= eb implies a= b. So¢ is faith-
ful. 
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Theorem 11 : The inner right translation p is one-to-one iff S 
a 
is right can c ellative. 
Pr oof : Let Pa be one - to -o ne. Assume xa = ya (i.e. : xpa = YPa) . 
Th en x = y since Pa is one- to-one . Conversely assume Sis right 
cancellative. Th e n x pa = YPa = xa = ya implies x = y . Hence Pa is 
one- to - one. 
Theorem 12 : A semigroup can be faithfully represented as a 
semigroup of one-to-one mappings of a set into itself iff it is right 
cancellative and has no idempotent not equal to 1 . 
Proof : Let S be a semigroup of one-to-one mappin gs of a set X 
into its elf. Take a , S , y e S such that ay = Sy. Then x (ay) = x(Sy) 
for every x eX . Si nce y i s one - to - one (xa)y = ( xS)y implies xa = xS . 
Again a , S being one-to-one impli es a= S, Thus Sis right cancella-
tive. To show S has no idempotent exce pt its identit y suppose T is 
an idempotent in S. Then XT = x(T 'T) = (x'T )'T. 'T being one- to-one 
gives us x = XT which implies 'T = 1. Conversely suppose Sis right 
cancellative and has no idempotent i 1 . We shall show sl is a right 
cancellative semigroup having no idempotent +1. If S = s 1 we are 
finished. Hence we suppose Si s 1 and s 1 is not right cancellative. 
Then there exist a,b,c e s 1 su ch that ac = be and a i b. Clearly 
c 1 1. Because Sis right cancellative a and bare not both in S . 
Without loss of generality assume aeS. Then b = 1 and ac =be= l . c 
= c impli e s a= 1. = b. For ac = c implies a(ac) = a 2c = ac implies 
a
2 
= a since Sis right cancell ative. But then a= 1 by hypothesis. 
This c ontradiction t el l s u s that s 1 is right cancellative. Since s 1 
has no idempo tent 1- 1 we have shown s 1 meets the hypothesis. We 
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proceed to show that the extended regular representation of Sis 
both faithful and the transformations are all one-to-one. Since s1 
has an identity the corollary to Theore m 10 says¢ is faithful. 
Since s1 is right cancellative Theorem 11 says Pa is one-to-one for 
each ae:S1 and maps s1 i nto s 1 . 
A transformation p such that x(yp) = (xy)p for all x,y e:S is 
called a right translation of S. A left translation is defined such 
that (x\)y = (xy)\ for all x,y e: S. The translations p and A are 
said to be l inked when x(y\) = (xp)y for all x,ye:S. The set of all 
right translations of a semigroup Sis a subsemigroup of Tx, call it 
P. Define P0 to be the set of all inner right tra nslati ons of S . 
Since x(ypa) = x(ya) = (xy)a = (xy)pa then P
0 
is a subsemigroup of P. 
Theorem 13: The regular r epresentation¢ of Sis an isomorphism 
from S onto P iff Sis left cancellative. 
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Pro of: Suppose¢ is an isomorphism and ca= cb for a,b,ce:S. 
Then for every xe:S XPca = xpcb implies x (ca) = x(cb) implies (xc)a = 
(xc)b implies (xc)Pa = (xc)pb implies Pa = pb implies a= b since~ 
is one-to - one. Hence Sis left cancellative. 
Conversely assume S is left cancellative. Assume a¢= b¢ (i.e. 
Pa= pb). Then for every x e:S1 xpa = xpb implies xa = xb implies 
a= b. Hence¢ is one-to-one. Since Sis a semigroup ¢ is a 
homomorphism. By definition r/> is onto and so an isomorphism. 
Le t S = £( \, p) : A and pare linked left and right translations 
of s} . Let (Al' pl) and (\ 2 , p 2) be in S and def _ine the following 
operation : (\ 1 , p1)(\ 2 ,p 2) = (\2\ 1 , p 1p2). Then x(y(\ 2\ 1)) = 
x((YAz)\ 1) = (xp 1)(y\z) since \ 1 and p1 are linked. Which then equals 
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((xp 1)p2)Y since A2 and p2 are linked. Which finally equals 
(x(p 1p2))y. It follows that S is closed under the operation defined. 
Associativity follows from the fact that Ts is associative. Hence 
we have shown that Sis a semigroup. We call S the translational 
hull of the sem:tgroup S, 
Since each Aa and Pa are linked, the subset 8
0 
• [<Aa,Pa):aes) 
is a subsemigroup of Sand the mapping from S into 5
0 
defined by 
a¢= (Aa,Pa) is an isomorphism iff ax= bx and xa • xb imply together 
that a= b for all xeS. Such a semigroup Sis called weakly reduc-
~ tive. 
Theorem 14: Let S be a weakly reductive semigroup and define 
the mapping ¢ from S into S0 by a~= (Aa ,Pa). Then S is an ideal of 
Sand, if aeS and (A,p) in S, (A,p)a = aA and a(A,p) = ap. 
Proof: Since Sis weakly reductive <pis an isomorphism. Let A 
and p be linked translations and Aa and Pa be inner translations. 
x(AaA) = (xAa)~ = (ax)A = (aA)x = XAaA 
x(pap) = (xpa)P = (xa)p = x(ap) = xpap 
x(H 8 ) = (xA)Aa = a(xA) = (ap)x = XAap 
x(ppa) = (xp)pa = (xp)a = x(aA) = xpaA 
Since ¢ is an isomorphism we can examine the product in s to determine 
if Sis an ideal of S. Then (A.,p)(Aa,Pa) = (AaA,PPa) = (AaA•PaA) 
and (Aa,Pa)(A,p) = ( AAa,PaP) = (Aap•Pap). Hence we see that (A,p)a = 
aA and a(A, p) = ap. Which implies sS ~ S and SSS S. That is S is 
an ideal of S. 
The general case in which Sis any semigroup remains unsolved 
for the following theorem. We present it as a special case. 
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Theorem 15: A weakly reductive semigroup Scan be embedded in 
a semigroup T such that (1) Sis an ideal of T, and (2) every left 
and right translation of S is induced by some inner translation of T 
iff (.3) each left tra nslat i on of Sis linked with some right transl.a -
tion of S , and vice versa. 
Proof : Let S be a semigroup which can be embedded in a semi-
group T with properties (l ) and (2). Let p be any right translation 
of S. By (2) there exists a teT such that p = pt/S. Then At/Sis a 
left translation of S linked with p. Similarly every left transla-
tion is linked to some right translation of S. Conversely let S be 
a weakly reductive semi group satisfying (3). Let T = S. Then Sis 
-
an ideal of S by Theorem 14. Take any right translation in S, say 
p. By (3) there is a left translation A of S linked with p. Then 
t = (A, p) in T, and p /S = p by Theorem 14 since apt= (A,p)a = ap. t 
Similarly every left translation is induced by some inner translation. 
Theorem 16: If a semigroup S contains a right identity element, 
then every right translation of Sis inner. 
Proof : Let S contain e (a right identity), pa right transla-
tion and xeS. Then xP = (xe)p = x(ep ) = xa where ep = a for some aeS. 
-Theorem 17 : The translational hull Sofa right zero semigroup 
Sis isomorphic with Ts. 
Proof: Define¢: S into Ts such that (A,p)¢= p. Since the 
identity map , i , is both a right and a left translation we have that 
every translat io n is a right translation and i is the only left 
translatio n . For let p be a transformation of S such that yp = z. 
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Then x (yp) = xz = z; yp = (xy)p , since Sis right zero. Hence p is 
a right translation. Clearly i is linked with every transformati on 
p becaus e x(yi) ~ xy ~ y; (xp)y since Sis right zero. It is also 
clear tha t (i , p) 1::;: p is one-to-one and onto. 
-Since Sis isomorphic wi th T and S is isomorphic with S by 
S 0 
Theorem 14 that (i,p)a = ai = a . This fol lmvs since every right 
zero semigroup is weakly reductive. 
The Semigroup of Relations on a Set 
Let X be a set . A subset p of Xx Xis called a binar y rela-
tion. We write apb to mean (a,b)ep . We shall use the word relation 
in place of binary relation. 
The composition poer of two relations p and cr is defined by : 
(a,b)epoer if there exists xeX such that (a, x)ep and (x, b)ecr. Let p, 
cr,S eBx, the set of all relations on a set X. Then (a,b)e(pocr)oi3 im-
plies there exist x,y eX such t hat (a, x) ep, (x,y)ecr and (y,b)ei3. 
This means(ab)epo(croi3). Hence Bx is a semigroup with respect to 
composition. 
Defin e ie Bx suc h that (a,b)ei iff a= b. Then i is the identity 
of Bx. For each relation de f ine p- 1 such that (b,a)ep- 1 if£ (a,b)ep. 
Th en (a,b)e(pocr)-l implies (b,a)epoer implies there exists xeX 
such that (b,x)ep and (x,a)ecr. Hence (x,b)ep- 1 and (a,x)ecr- 1 . Thus 
(a,b)ecr- 1op- 1 . Thus (pocr)-l C cr-l op- 1 . By reversing the steps cr-1o 
1 -1 p- · ~(pocr) • 
A relation p having t he following properties is called an 
equiva lence relation . IL i s 
(1) reflexive if i~p 
(2) symmetric if p s;;;;p-1 
(3) transitive if pop~p 
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Let p be an equivalence relation in Bx. Then pop~p. Let 
(a,b)ep then since iSp there exists beX such that (b,b)ep and so 
(a,b)epop implies pS:i:pop implies p = pop. Hence an equivalence rela-
tion is an idempotent element of Bx. 
Let p be an equivalence relation. By defining pa= [xeX: xpa} 
for all a,x in X we partition X into a family of mutually disjoint 
sets denoted X/p = Ca· Up t? · aex a = x} 
For any relation p we define the transitive closure pt= pUpopU 
popopU ... Then pt is transitive and is contained in every transi-
tive relation on X containing p. For suppose (a,b) t t in pop . Then 
there is an x in X such that (a,x) in pt and (x,b) in pt. Hence 
(a,x) in pop op . op, which is the composition of p k times for 
some k in N. And (x,b) in popo . . op, which is the composition 
of p j times for some j in N. Thus there exist x -in X (t= 1, ... 
k + j) such that (a ,x) in p, (xk,x) in p' (x 'xk+l) in p and (xL' 
• X~+l) in p (L=l, k, k+l, k+j). Thus (a,b) in popopo . op 
which is the composition of p k+j times. Hence (a,b) in pt. To 
show pt is contained in every transitive relation on X containing p 
let p be a subset of cr where cr is a transitive relation on X. Then 
(a,b) in pt implies (~b) in popopo ... op, which is the composi-
tion of pk times for some kin N. Hence (a,b) in crocrocro • ocr 
which is the composition of a k times. Since cr is transitive 
crCYJocr . .. ocrEcr implies (a, b) in cr. 
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Given any relation p
0
, then the smallest reflexive and syrmnetric 
relation on X admitting p
0 
is p1 = p0 Up0 -l U i. 
the smallest equ ivalence relation containing p0 • 
t Then p1 becomes 
We can say nothing about the union of two equivalence relations 
except the union is refle x ive and symmetric. By the join pVcr of two 
equivalence relation we mean the equivalence relation generated by 
pucr (i.e. : pVcr = (p Ucr)t) . However the intersection of any set of 
equivalence relations is an equivalence relation. 
Theorem 18 : If p and cr are equivalence relations on a set X, 
and if pocr = crop, then pocr is an equivalence relation on X, and poo 
= pVcr. 
Proof: Th e proof is all but obvious except for poer = pVcr. 
Hence let (a , b) in pocr. Then there is an x in X such that (a,x) in 
p and (x,b) in cr, Thus (a,x) in PUcr and (x,b) in pUcr implies (a,b) 
in pUcropUcr. Hence (a,b) in (pUcr)t = pvcr. Thus poCi is a subset of 
PVcr. Now we show pUcr is a subset of pocr and since pVcr is the smallest 
equivalence relation containing pUcr and pocr is an equivalence rela-
tion we conclude that pocr = pVcr. To this end let (a,b)epUcr. Then 
either (a,b)sp or (a,b)ecr. In either case since iGP, and iScr we 
have (a,b)spocr. Hence PUcr is a subset of pocr. 
Let</> map a set X into a set X'. Then¢ can be regarded as a 
relation on X and since x'f-l = {x: x¢= x'J for each x' in X', 
cf,oc:p-1 is a subset of XxX. Let (x,y) in ¢0¢- 1 . Then there is a 
,I.. A. -1. ,I... z in X such that (x,z) in 'f' and (z,y) in~ Then (y,z) in't' means 
x<p = y ~ . The converse is also true. We show <po¢-l is an 
equivalence relation. 
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Proof: xr/;= xe/J implies (x,x) in 90¢-l implies iS.r/)0¢-l 
(x,y) in g>o(/J-1 implies x(/; = y~. Then y(/; = x¢ means (y,x) in 
So that (x,y) in (cpo¢-l)-l = ¢-10¢. Thus <potj>-1 = 
in X such 
Finall y let (ab) in ¢0~-l o ¢ 0¢-l then there is an x 
that (a,x) in¢ 0¢ - l and (x,b) in <f;o¢-1 . Then a9= 
implies (a,b) in~o¢- 1 .40¢-l is called the equivalence 
relation on X naturally induced by¢. 
To conclude we exh i b i t some Boolean operations concerning union, 
intersection and complement. 
Theorem 19 : Let B be the semigroup of relations on a set X. 
X 
Let I be an index set with typical element a , Let p,O',T denote 
arbitrary elements in Bx. Then the following relations hold in Bx. 
(a) P•O' implies (1) pOTS-O'OT and (2) TopSToO', Proof of (1) Let 
(a,b)epoT then there is an xeX such that (a,x)ep and (x,b)eT. Since 
pc;;O' then (a,x)ep implies (a,x)eO', Hence there exists xeX such that 
(a,x)ep and (x,b)eT implies (a,b)eO'OT, 
(b) o-o(UpO!) U (o-opO!) 
O!el O!el 
Proof: Let (a,b)eo-o( U pO!) implies there exists xeX such that O!el 
(a,x)eO' and (x,b)eO!YIPO! implies (a,x)eO' and (x,b)ep~ for some eer. 
Then (a,b)eo-ope implies (a,b)eO!~iO'OpO!)' 
The following proofs follow in the same manner. 
(c) 0'0 ( n pO!) G n O'OpO! O!el O!el 
(d) p~O' implies p- 1~0'-l 
(e) (O!~IP0!)-1 = O!~IP0!-1 
(f) <Q'Qp0!)-1 = a'JPa-1 
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Congruences, Factor Groupoids and Homomorphisms 
A rel a tion p on a groupoid Sis said to be right compatible if 
for a , b€S apb impl ies acp bc for every ceS, A right congruence on S 
is a right compatible equivalence relation. An equivalence which is 
both right and left compatible is called a congruence on S. 
We show apobp = (ab)p for all a,beS, Then for a 1 ,a 2eap and 
b1 ,b 2€bp we have a1b 1pa 2b 2 and a1b 1pa 2b 2 imply a 1b 1pa2b 2 . Thus S/p 
becomes a groupoid which we call the factor gr@upoid of S modulo P· And 
since ap# = ap (the natural map). Then p# is a homomorphism and S/p 
is a semigroup if Sis a semigroup. 
Theorem 20 : (Main Homorphism Theorem) Let e be a homorphism of 
a groupoid s upon a groupoid S* . Let p = eoe- 1 (i.e.: apb iff ae = 
b9). Then p is a congruence on S and there exists an isomorphism </> 
of S/p upon S* such that pi/¢= 9 where pil is the natural homomorphism 
of S upon S/p. 
Proof: Let a,b,c€S and apb. Then (ac)9 = a9c9 = b9c9 = (bc)9 
so that acpbc and capcb. Since p is an equivalence on Sit is a 
congruence. For each KeS/p define K~= a 1e where a 1eK. Then if 
a2€K then a 1pa2 and hence a 1e = a 2e means~ is single valued. Since 
9 is onto, then¢ is onto. Let k1,k 2€K1 ,K2 . Then (K1K2)c/>= (k1k2)e 
= (k19)(k26) = (K1¢)(K 2¢). Suppose A¢= B<pwhere A,BeS/p and let 
aeA and beB. Then ae = Atj> = B¢ = b9 implies apb implies A = B. 
Hence¢ is an isomorphism. Let a€AeS/p, then ap# = A. Hence a9 = 
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Theorem 21: (Induced Homomorphism Theorem) , Let ¢1 and (/)2 be 
homomorphisms of a groupoid S upon groupoids s1 and s2 respectively 
such that ~ 1o~1-1f; cp2o4z-1 . Then there exists a unique homomorphism 
e of s1 onto s2 such that ¢1 e = ¢2. 
Proof: Let a 1€s 1 and a€S such that a<h = a 1 . Then let a 1e = 
at/>z. Suppose ¢1e is not single valued. If b~l = a 1 ; then (a 1,b)€~~l 
implies (a,b)€¢ 1oc/li-1~ 2o~-l implies a¢ 2 = bp2. We have made the 
definition so that q>1e =q>2 has to be unique and e is a homomorphism 
since ((ac/>i_)(bi))e = ((ab)q 1)e = (ab)(¢ 1e) = (abxf, 2 = (a¢ 2)(bf' 2) = 
((a~ 1)e)((b~ 1)e). 
Lemma! If His a subgroup of a group G, then the relation p defined 
on G by apb iff ab- 1€H is a right congruence on G. The equivalence 
classes of pare the right cosets Ha of Hin G. Moreover, pis a 
congruence iff His normal in G. 
Proof : Let p be defined on G by apb iff ab- 1€H. Where His a 
subgroup of G. Then apb implies ab-l€H and (ac)(bc)- 1 = (ac)(c- 1b- 1) 
= a(cc- 1)b-l = ab- 1€H, Hence acpbc means p is right compatible. We 
now show pis an equivalence relation, (1) apa since aa- 1 = e€H, (2) 
apb implies ab-l€H,hence (ab- 1)-1 = ba - 1€H implies bpa. (3) apb and 
bpc implies ab-land bc- 1€H, Thus (ab- 1)(bc- 1) = a(b-lb)c- 1 ~ ac- 1€H, 
Hence ape and pis a right congruence. To show the equivalence 
classes of p are the right cosets H~ of H in G J;.UeJlet [a] = [ X€G ~ a -
x mod p} . We first show HaS:,[a]. For if h€H, then a(ha)- 1 = aa- 1h-l 
= h-l€H since His a subgroup of G. This means ha€[a] and so Ha~[a]. 
Suppose X€[a]. Then ax- 1€H so (ax- 1)- 1 = xa- 1€H implies xa- 1 = h for 
some h€H, so x€Ha. Thus [a]S:Ha and [a]= Ha. Finally we show pis 
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a congruence iff His normal. H being normal implies gHg-1 = H. We 
have already shown p to be an equivalence relation and right com-
patible. We need only show pis left compatible. Let apb then 
ab- 1€H. Since His normal g(ab- 1)g- 1 = ga(b- 1g- 1) = ga(gb)-leH. 
Hence gapgb implies Pis left compatible. Let p be a congruence and 
show gHg-l = H. Let apb then agpbg and gapgb for every g€G. Hence 
gapgb implies ga(gb)- 1€H. Now ga(gb)- 1 = gab-lg- 1 = g(ab- 1)g-1€H. 
Hence His normal. 
Cyclic Semigroups 
If <a>= S , that is Sis generated by a, then Sis called a 
cyclic semigroup generated by a where a€ Sand <a>= 
The order of a is defined to be the order of <a>. 
r 2 3 t.a,a ,a , 
··} 
Lemma 1 : If <a> is infinite all the powers of a are distinct. 
If <a> is finite there exist two positive integers, the index rand 
the period m of a, such that am+r = a r and <a> = { a , a 2 , am+r-1] 
the order of <a> being m+r-1. The set K = { ar, r+l am+r-1} a a ' 
is a cyclic subgroup of order m. 
Proof: Clearly no two powers of a are equal when <a> is infin-
ite. Assume <a> is finite. Then there exist positive integers r 
ands such that r<s and ar = as. Chooses as small as possible. 
2 Then a,a , s-1 r s m+r a are distinct. Let m = s-r then a = a = a 
m km-fr By inductively multiplying this equation by a we see a = ar for 
every non-negative integer k . For every n in N we can find integers 
k and i such that k ~ o and o.:S t ~ m. Then ar+n = ar+mk+i = ar+i in 
Ka . Obviously the order of a is r+m-1. It is evident that Ka is a 
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subsemigroup. To show Ka is a cyclic subgroup of order m we define 
a mapping~: Ka into I/(m) such thatq>(an) • [n] where r ~ . n ~ r+m-1 
and I/(m) is the additive group of residue classes mod m. It is 
clear that ¢ is single valued and onto. (/; (aPa4) • 'P(ap+q) = [p+q] 
• [ p] + [ q] • ~ (aP) + ¢(a4) implies 1 is a homomorphism. To show ¢ 
is one•to-one assume [n] • [k] then n ~ k mod m implies m/k-n. (i.e.: 
mj • k•n). Thus amj = ak·n tells us that an• a 0 +n • amj+n = ak 
since [o] • [m] implies am• a 0 • Hence~ is anisomorphism and Ka is 
a cyclic group. 
If a is of finite order, then <a> contains exactly one idempo-
tent. This element is the identity of Ka' say an where r ~ n ~ r+m-1 
and m divides n. 
A semigroup Sis called periodic when every element of S has 
finite order. Thus every finite semigroup is periodic and some power 
of every element therein is idempotent. 
Theorem 22: Let S be a periodic commutative semigroup and E 
the set of idempotents of S. For each e in E define Se= [xeS: xn 
= e for some n in N}. Then Se and sf are disjoint if e =, fin E, 
and S =US Each Se is a subsemigroup of S containing e and no 
einEe· 
other idempotent; and SeSf Q Sef for all e, f in E. 
Proof: Let x,yeSe then xm = yn = e for some m and n in N. 
Thus (x.y)m.n = xm.n. ymn = (xm)n . (yn)m = e.e = e implies xyeSe. 
Let xeS, then xn = e for some eeE and positive integer n, since Sis 
periodic. 
e~ie ~ S. 
Suppose 
Hence S == U Se. 
eeE 
xeS e() Sf. Then xn = 
Clearly 
e for some positive integer n and 
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xm = f for some positive integer m. Since <X> contains exactly one 
idempotent e = f, Hence sens£ are empty sets whenever e =/, £, e, 
fgE, 
Hence each Se contains exactly one idempotent. 
Finally e,f in E implies e,f in E since Sis commutative. Thus 
Sef ~ S. To show SeSf C Se£ let xy € sesf then (xy)m.n = xm. nymn = 
(xm)n (yn)m = ef implies xyeSef where xm = e, yn = £. 
Theorem 23: A commutative semigroup Severy element of which 
has index one is a union of disjoint periodic groups. 
Proof: Since each element a of S has index one <a> is a cyclic 
subgroup of S. Suppose <a>fl<b> =:/, ~ for a, b in S. Then ak = bj for 
some k,j in N. Let the orders of a and b be m and n, respectively. 
have the same identity, Define a relation Ron S such that <a>R<b> 
if£ they have the same identity. It is trivial that R is an equiva-
lence relation. Let G be the collection of equivalence classes S. 
Let H be in G. Then the union of the cyclic subgroups in H forms a 
group, denoted UH. Suppose O'i (i = 1,2, ... n) in UH, then Q'i is in 
<a> for some a in S -1 1 and so Q'i is in <a> which implies Q'i- in UH. 
-1 - h Cl'nQ'n - e , t e 
identity of UH. Associativity in UH is evident. Hence UH is a group. 
Assum~ K is in G. Then UH(\UK = ~ implies S is the union of the 
groups UH where Hin G. That is: Sis the union of disjoint groups. 
Since each element has index one there exists min H such that 
( ) m - m m m - ( · 1 t · UH h Q'l0'2 .. · Qin - a1 0'2 ... O'n - e. 1.e.: every e emen in as 
finite order.) So UH is a periodic subgroup of S. 
Theorer 24: If Sis right cancellative, every element of finite 
order has index l. 
Proof: Let a in Shave order r+m-1. Then am+r • ar and 
amar+l • ar+l. Thus am+iar = a 1ar implies am+l • a. Hence r = l. 
Units and Maximal Subgroups 
A right unit in a semigroup is defined to be an element of s 
having a right inverse in S. Thus, if pq .. l, p is a right and q is 
a left unit. As in the past we define a unit to be any element of S 
having both a right and a left inverse in S. 
We call P the right unit subsemigroup of s, Q the left unit 
subsemigroup of S, and U the group of units of s. The definitions 
of P, Q and U result from the following: 
Theorem 25: Let S be a semigroup with identity element l. 
i) The set P of all right units of Sis a right cancellative sub-
semigroup of S containing 1. Similarly for the set Q. 
ii) The set U of all units of S is a subgroup of S and U :t PnQ. 
Proof of i): Let p,p' in P implies there exist q,q' in Q such 
that pq = p 1q 1 = 1, then (pp')(q'q) = p(p'q')q = p.l.q = pq = l shows 
P and Qare subsemigroups of S. Obviously they both contain 1. 
Thus we let ap = bp where a,b in S, pin P. Then there is a q in Q, 
and a= a.1 = (a.(pq)) = (ap)q = (bp)q = b(pq) = b.l = b. In the 
same manner Q is left cancellative. 
Proof of ii): Let x in U, then there are p and q in S such 
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that xp = qx = 1 implies x in P and x in Q. Hence UEP()Q. Cleary 
Pf\Q~U. 
Let u 8U. Then there exist x,y in s such that XU= uy = 1. 
Thu s X = x . l = x(uy) = (xu)y = l.y = y. Hence the left and right 
inverses of u are equal and so u has a unique two sided inverse, 
U I• · Then uu' = u'u = 1 implies u' in U so that u is a group. 
Clearly a semigroup S admits a subgroup iff S contains an 
idempotent element . 
say 
Define eS = { a in S : ea = a, e in S is idemopotent} . Simi-
larly eSe is the set of all elements of S for which e is a two sided 
identity. Clearly eSe = eS () Se and eS and Se are subsemigroups of S 
and eSe contains a subgroup of units which we denote by He. 
Theorem 26: Let e € S be idempotent . Then He contains every 
subgroup G of S that meets He. 
Proof: Let fin G be the identity of G. Let a in G/)He and b 
and c be the inverses of a in G and He, respectively. Then e =ca= 
caf = ef = eab =ab= f. Thus f is a two sided identity which implies 
GS eSe and since G is a subgroup there is an e lement a* which is the 
inverse of a. From aa~'( = ai(a = e it follows a € He and so G~He. 
A subgroup i s said to be a maximal subgroup of S if it is not 
properly contained in any other subgroup of S. The groups He cor-
responding to each idempotent element e in Sare the maximal subgroups 
of S. Because for any maximal subgroup G with identity e, cnHe = 
e (at least). Then by the previous theorem G~He, but G being 
maximal implies G = He . Obviously for any idempotent e, He is a 
maximal subgroup of S. 
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Suppo!'le e and f ate df!:1tin c t idempotents in S. Then He(')Hf = ~ 
by the previ ous theorem. 
We li s t so me pr ope rt ies aho11t Tx• 
a) 'fi ,r, Ti gh t unU in1hs emigr oup of Tx consists of all one -
t o one tra nsf ormati ons o f X i nto X. 
b) The le f t unit subs emigroup of Tx consists of all 
transformat i ons of X on t o X. 
c) The gr oup of unit s of Tx is Gx ' 
The maxi mal subgroup He of a semigroup S containing an idempo-
tent element e ca n be char a cterized as the set of all elements a ' in 
S such that (1) ea .. ae . .,. a and (2) there exist x,y in S such that 
xa "'* ay • e. Fo·r let a e He where He is the group of units eSe = 
es/)se. Thus He S=eSe impl:f eR a in es/)se so that ea• ae • a. 
Letting a being a unit means there is an :x in Sand a yin S such 
that xa = ay = e , 
We observe that a finite, cyclic semigroup <a> contains a single 
maximal subgroup. Sin ce <a> is finite Ka contains exactly one idem-
potent, namely the identity e of K8 • Hence every subgroup must have 
e as its ident:ity and. must be a subgrou p of Ka, 
The orem 27: If a semigr oup is a union of groups, it is a union 
of disjoint groups . 
U G 
a,el a 
Proof: Let S be a semigroup which is a union of groups, say S = 
Let a e S, t hen a e Ga for some QI in I and let e be the 
iden tity of GQ'. Then ea = ae = a and there is an x in Ga, such that 
xa =a x = e . Bu t hese two properties characterize He, Thus GQI = 
He whenever e is the identi t y of GCt'. We have shown Hen Hf "" ~ 
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whenever e =I- f. 
Theo re m 28: Every right cancellative, periodic semigroup is a 
union of gr oups. 
Proof : Let S be a right cancellative, periodic semigroup. 
Then we have shown that every element has index one. So for every 
a e S <a> is a cyclic group. Hence Sis the union of groups. In 
fact disjoint groups by the previous theorem. 
Bands and Semilattices; 
Bands of Semigroups 
Any relation< on a set Xis called a partial ordering of X 
whenever the following hold : (1) a.::::;a, (2) a.::::;b and b.::::;a imply a= b, 
and (3) a.::::;b and b.::::;c imply a~c whenever a,b,c in X. The foregoing 
properties are called respectively: reflexive, anti-symmetric and 
transitive. a<b means a.::::;b and a=/-b. 
An extremely valuable example of a partial ordering defined on 
the set E of idempotent elements of Sis the following: e~f means 
ef = fe = e. In this case e is said to be under f and f is over e. 
That~ is a partial ordering on Eis easily verified and we call~ 
the natural partial ordering on E. 
The least upper bound and greatest lower bound are defined as 
usual but are called the join and meet, respectively. A partially 
ordered set Xis called an upper semilattice if every two-element 
subset [a , b} of x has a join in X, denoted avb. A lower semilat-
tice is defined similarly . A lattice is a partially ordered set 
which is both an upper and a low er semilattice and is said to be 
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complete wren every sub set has a join and a mee t. 
It should be noted that f or any set X the set of all subsets of 
X determ i ne a r -<nt i al ,, de.ri. ng en X under set - theoretical inclusion . 
Tl .0 re111 29 ; A cnmmutative ban<l is a lower semilattice with 
r es pe c t to he natural partial ordering of S. The meet a,\b of {a,b} 
6 Sis their product ab . Conversely, a lower semilattice is a com-
mutative band with r spect to t:he meet operation. 
Proof: We first confirm that the natural partial ordering of s 
is indeed a partial ordering: (1) e2 = e implies e.se . (2) let e5f and 
f_se then ef = e and fe = f imply e = f and (3) if e_sf and f.:::;g then 
ef = e and fg = f 8() that eg = ( ef)g = e ( fg) = ef = e and ge = g(fe) 
= ( g f)e = fe = e. Therefore e = f. Let a , h in S then (ab)b = 
a(bb) = ab 2 = ab implies ab::;: and (ab)a = (b a)a = b (aa ) = ba 2 = ba 
= ab implies ab < a. Thus aAb = ab. For supp ose C _$ b and C .$ a 
then (a b ) c = a(bc) :;;:: a c = C and c (ab) = ( ca )b = cb = c. Hence C _$ 
Conversely since the meet of fa,a} is a then a/\ a = a2 = a, 
Hence S is a and. Si milarly the meet of {a,b} equals the meet of 
{b,a} gives us a/\b = ab = ba = b/\a , so that Sis commutative. 
ab . 
For any two sets X and Y we give an examp l e of a non-commutative 
band . We. ca ll i t the rectangular band on XxY. Define a binary 
operation on S = XxY such that for x1 ,x 2 in X and y1 , y2 in Y. 
( x1,Y1) (x 2, Yz) = (x1, Y2). Then ( x1 ,y 1)( x1 ,y 1) = (x 1 ,y 1) and~x1,y 1) 
( xz,Y2~ (x3,Y3) = (x1,Y2) (x3,Y3) = (x1,Y3 ) and (x1,Y 1>Exz,Y z)(x3,Y3~= 
.asily ver: ifi ed . 
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Th eorem 30: If /x/ = 1 th en the rectangular band, denoted RB, 
on XxY i s i somorph i c with t he rig ht zero semigroup, denoted RZ, on Y. 
Proof: L t X = [a) Define ¢: RB into RZ suc h that ( a,y ) 
= for each y 8 RZ. Then 4[(a,y)(a,x ) ] =¢[(a,x)] = x = yx = cp(a ,y) 
¢(a,x) shows <pis a homomorphism. Let x ,yeRZ. Suppose ¢(a,x) = x 
= y =f( a , y) then (a, x) = ( a,y) . By definition 
is an i somorph i sm . 
is onto. Hence 
A decomposition of a semigroup Sis a partition of S into the 
un i on of disjoint subsemigroups SQ' (Q'el). Let S = U { SQ': Q'eI} be a 
de compos ition of S such that, for every pa ir a,13 in I t here is a y 
in I such that SQ's8S Sy. Define Cl'l3 = y i ff SO'Si3 '=. Sy . Th en I i s a 
b db C. . 1· 2 · an ecause S S - S,.,, 1.mp 1.es ry = Ci. 
Ct Q' "' 
Th eorem 3 1 : The mapp ing defined by aq> = ct if aeSe,, is a homo-
morphism of S upon I and S are the congruence classes of the con-
et 
gruence </Jo1-1 . 
P roof: Let a, b in S such t:ha t a~ = et and b¢ :::: 9. Then a1llb<.p ;:.;: 
et8 = y = ( ab)~ sin c e aeSa, h es 13 i mplies aheS°'s 8s. Sy implies (ab)q> = 
y. By definition~ maps S onto I. Suppose a,heS such that: a is 
r e lat ed t o b by the congruence q;> c4>-l J (i.e. : at/> :::: b~) . Then a, b in 
SQ' f or some °' in I. Henc e q>oqi- l partitions S in the union of dis-
joint: se t s . 
Theorem 32 : If cp j s a homomorphism of a semigroup S onto a band 
I , th en SQ' = Cl!~-1. is a subsemigroup of S and S is the union of semi-
groups SQ' foel) . 
Proof: Let a ,b i n SQ'. (ab)f = (a + )(b¢) = oo = a implies ab in 
SQ'. Since~ is an onto mapping u1s = lQ'-l = S, Q'e Q' 
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A semigroup Sis said to be nowhere commutative if ab= ba im-
plie s a= b whenever a,b in S. 
Theorem 33 : A re ctang u lar band is nowhere commutative, 
Pr oof : Let (x1,Y 1)(xz , Yz) = (xz,Yz)(x 1 ,y 1) then (x 1,Yz) = 
(x 2,y 1). Thus xl = xz and Yz = Yi implies (x 1 ,y 1) = (xz,Yz). 
An idempotent element e in S is called primitive if the only 
idempotents of Sunder are e itself and o (if S has a zero). 
Theorem 34: A semigroup is nowhere commutative iff it is a 
band without zero in which every element is primitive, or Isl= 1. 
Proof : Cle.arly IS I = 1 implies aa = a implies a = a where S = 
{a} Assume Sis a band, ISi > 1,s without zero, and every element 
is primitive. Suppose ab= ba. Then (ab)a = (ba)a = b(aa) = ba ;= 
ab= (aa)b = a(ab). That is: (ab)a = a(ab) = ab implies absa, But 
then ab= a since a is primitive, Hence a= b. 
Conversely suppose Sis a nowhere commutative semigroup. Let 
a,beS then ab= ba implies a= b. Suppose a in S. Then a.o = o.a 
means a= o. Hence Isl= l or Isl> 1 and o is not in S. By the 
refle xive and associative laws a(aa) = (aa)a. Thus a 2 = a since S 
i s nowhere commutative. That is: Sis a band. Finally we suppose 
a_$e (a,e in S). Thus ae =ea= a implies e = a. Hence every element 
is primitive. 
Free Semigroups and Generating Relations 
The Bicyclic Semigroup 
In this section we shall develop three useful methods of 
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constructing setnl~rbups: (l) by gener11ting relations on the , free 
se.mig:tbup, ( 2) by transformations of a set, s.nd (3) by ordered pairs. 
t he first methbd occupies th1 bulk of the section, The free 
semigtoup en 8 is the set of all n~ tupl~s of elements from X and i .s 
denoted by rk' Ws defin~ thl product in ix by simpl1 Juxtaposition. 
The e1ementi5 e,£ :li'x are clllled words. 1£ we identify xeX with (x)eFx 
then (:x1x2 , , • ~) • (x 1) (x2) , .• (Xrti) :at x1 x2 , , • Xin shows X is a 
set o.t generators fo ·r. F:x• The i.de ·nt:Lty of Fx is called the empty 
word. Let Po be the set of ordered pairs (ux,vx) where \el such 
that uA • vA if£ (uA,vA)epo· Let p be the congruence generated by 
Po' the set [xp#: xex} generates Fx/p and uxp# • vXp#, 
Theorflm 3.5: Let:: X be a se.t and F xi p be defined as above where 
Po is any relation on Fx• Let S be any semigroup, and~ be a homo-
morphism of Fx into S such that ucf>• v~ for every (u,v)epo· Then 
there exists a homomorphism e of Fx into s such that p:/te =-~. 
Proof: Define the map e of Fx/P into S by (wp#)e aw~. Let v, 
w, t e F:x and Wp t. This is possible if f it can be accomplished by a 
finite number of p0 ·transitions, That 1s: w = xuy,t =- xvy where x,y 
in Fx and ei.ther (u,v) or (v,u) in Po (i.e. v~ = u4). Hence w~ = 
xfu¢y1;:; ,4v,yf= tfand ¢ is single valued. Let w,v be in Fx. 
Then ((wp:/t) (vp:/f) )e = ((wv)p:/!)e = (wv)q> = w¢v+ = (wp://)9 (vp1t)e. 
Hence e is a homomorphism and we have defined so e that p1te = ¢. 
Corollary 35(a): If Sis any semigroup having a system of generators 
[aT: T in A} satisfying uA(x) = vA(x), then the mapping xTp# onto aT 
can be extended to a homomorphism e of Fx/P onto S. 
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Pt-oof.: H fo11ows immediately sinee + is onto t hat pffoe is onto. 
The. bieyelk s~igroup C is t h@ semi.group with identity element 
g@n@rntgd by a twti•@l@m@rtt set X • [}(.15x2J wHh the generating rela -
Hbfi :l<:1x2 3 l. ~ 0 hgs one elenumt, nsmely (xrx2, 1) , Let p be the 
eM.gruE!fit@ <'Ht lrx g@fl~rat@.d by ptl, then C 5 F~\,./p, C is generated by 
x1p# ~ p and x2p# ~ q whera pq ~ 1 in C, 
1t foUC1W1 £rom Theorem 35 that if c in F xi p and w(c) = v(c) 
th~n we eJbta.in w(1:1.) a11 v (a) in any S by applying e. Hence if we can 
f:!fi (:)W il ~~migroup S with 1a system of alements satisfying uA(x) • 
v'>. (x), 1rn.d for which u(1a) ~ v(a), then w(c) ~ v(c), We exhibit such 
la twt> ~hm@nt fHMnigroup compris ed of a and b where ab • 1 but ba ~ 
Lat tN be the Eull transformation semigroup on N. Define ~,eeTN as 
follows: 
Then cvS I!! if n • o 
if n > o 
Hence e~ ~ 1 so we can conclude that qp ~ 1 in C. 
1. 
Theorem 36: Let e,a,beS and eb = be = b, ae • ea • a and ab = e, 
but ba ~ e. Then every element of <a,b> is uniquely expressible in 
the form bman (m,neN). Hence <a,b> is isomorphic with C. 
Proof: Since ab= e every element of <a,b> is expressible in 
the form bman, We need to show m and n unique. Corollary 35a allows 
us to extend the mapping<p of C into Stoa homomorphism 9, namely 
(qmpn)cf>= bman, Clearly cp is onto, Let bman = biaj for m,n,i,jeN, 
Assume without loss of generality that 't i ~ m and i < m, Then bm-i an 
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j f · h bm-i - aj-n d a a . I J 2 n ten - and in>i is impossible since a an b 
have infinite order means m • i. For suppose the order is finite 
h+k - h k then a = b implies a ~ e, 
ba ~ ak-Ja = ak ~~which is I contradiction. Similarly j s n gives 
bm-ian- ·j = e with 1n > i. We see this contradiction by noting if 
bhak n1 ~ for some h ;k in N the n k a o implies h =i o. l£ k > o then 
b ~ eb = bhakb ~ bhak-l and ba ~ bhak a e. Hence e is one~to~one. 
Theorem 37: lf ~is a homomorphism of a bicyclic semigroup C 
into a se.migroup S 1 then either~ is an isomorphism of C into S, or 
else C is a cyclic group . 
Proof : Let C be t:he bicyclic semigroup where f is a homomorp hism 
of C into S, Let a= p b • q and e = 1 such that pq • 1. Then 
by the previous theorem S is isomorphic with C provided ba =, e , Sup-
pose ba • e; then C is th e cyclic group generated by a, 
In constructing semigroups by method (2) we have already noted 
many properties of TN, In the defini t.ions above we noted that in 
the subsemigro ur <a, 9> of TN Sot ':I- i wh:l.le a,,9 "" i. Hence by theorem 
56 C is isomorphi c with <a ,S> and we could have used <a,$> to define 
d d m n _ v.-., C. If a an $ are efined as above then ke ~ - n for ,~u, and k-m+n 
if ~m. Then S iQ'j = e~n implies i = m and j = n. ka\:,J = j if k_sj 
and k-i+j if ~l. And k/3mQ'n = n if k_s;n and k-m+n if ~n. But then 
j = n if ksi and ~n and k-i+j = k-m+n implies j-i = n-m implies 
i = m. Then we have shown the same conclusion holds for the elements 
of C. 
In me :h · () ) w r de fi n e t.he pr oduct (k,l)(m , n) = (k+m- min ( l ,m) 
1 + n - min (l ,m)) on Nxr , Then define the mapping~ of NxN into C. 
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By theorem 36 these two sets are isomorphic provided NxN is a semi-
group. This we proceed to show and then we shall see that we could 
have used this to define C. Since~ is one-to-one and onto we 
examine the product of elements qkpl and qmpn of C. 
Case 1. Suppose l>m, then (qkp 1)(q~n) = qkpl-mpn = qkpl-m+n = 
k l+n-m _ k+rn.-n l+n-m _ k+m-min (l,m) l+n-min(l,m) q p - q p - q p 
k 1 m n k m-1 n k+m-1 n Case 2. Suppose l<m, then (q p )(q p) = q q p = q p = 
k+m-1 n+l-1 k+m-min(l,m) l+n-min(l,m) q p = q p 
Hence 1 is an isomorphism and NxN is a semigroup under the product 
as defined. 
Regular Elements and Inverses; 
Inverse Semigroups 
An element a in Sis called regular if axa = a for some x in S. 
When every element in Sis regular then Sis called regular. 
An interesting result is that e = ax and f = xa are idempotent 
whenever axa = a. For f 2 = (xa)(xa) = xa and e2 = (ax)(ax) = (axa)x 
= ax. Then ea= af = a. But this tells us that as 1 = aS and sia = 
Sa since then a is in Sa and aS. We shall use this comment without 
further explanation throughout this section. 
Theorem 37: An element a of a semigroup Sis regular iff the 
principal right ideal of S generated by a has an idempotent generator 
e (i.e. : as 1 = es1). 
Proof: Let a€S be regular. Then axa = a, e =axis idempotent 
and ea= a. Let b€eS then b = ey for some yin S. b = ey = (ax)y = 
a(xy) for xy in S implies b in aS. Hence eS: aS. Let be;aS. Then 
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b = ay for some yin S. But since axa = a,b = ay = (axa)y = (ax) 
(ay) = e(ay) implies b in eS. Hence aS f: eS and thus aS~ = aS = eS 
= e i 
Conversely assume as1 = eS 1 with e 2 = e. Then a= ex with xgS1. 
Hence ea= e 2x =ex= a and e = ay so that a= ea= aya. If y = 1 
then a= a 2 so ax aaa. Hence a is regular. 
Two elements a and b of a semigroup Sare said to be inverses 
of each other if aha= a and bab = b. It is easily seen that if S 
is itself a group then a and bare inverses in the above sense iff 
they are group inverses in the usual sense. 
Theorem 38: If a is a regular element of a semigroup S then a 
has at least one inverse in S. 
Proof: Let b = xax. Then bab = (xax)a(xax) = x(axa)(xax) = 
x(axa)x = xax =band aba = a(xax)a = (axa)xa = axa = a. 
The example that any two elements in a rectangular band are 
inverses of each other shows that inverses need not be unique. An 
inverse semigroup is one in which every element has a unique inverse. 
Some important relationships concerning regular and inverse semigroup 
are given in the following: 
Theorem 39: The subsequent three conditions on a semigroup are 
equivalent: 
( 1 ) Sis regular, and any two idempotent elements commute with each 
ot h er; 
(2) every principal right ideal and every principal left ideal of S 
has a unique idempotent generator; 
(3) S i s an i nv e r se s emigr oup . 
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Proof: (1) Since Sis r e gular we have shown in theorem 37 every 
principal right ideal of S has at least one idempotent generator. 
Suppose eS = fS where e,f are in E . Then ef =ff= f and fe = ee = 
e imply e = f, since any two idemp ote nts commute. 
(2) By the same theorem as used in (1), we know that Sis regular 
and hence every element has an inverse. To show uniqueness of the 
inverse assume band care inv e rses of a. Then aba = a, bab = b, aca 
= a and cac = c. Hence abS = aS = acS and Sba =Sa= Sea implies 
ab= ac and ba = ca since the ideals have unique idempotents. Thus 
b = bab = bac = cac = c. 
(3) It clearly suffic es to show that any two edempotents com-
mute since an inverse semigroup is regular. Let e , fgE then ef has a 
unique inverse, say a . Let b = ae. Then (ef)b(ef) = (ef)(ae)(ef) = 
efaef = ef and b(ef)b = (a e )(ef)(ae) = aefae = ae = b. Since bis 
also an inverse of ef then ae = b = a. Similarly fa= a, Hence 
a2 = (ae)(fa) = a(ef)a = a. But then a is its own inverse implies 
a= ef (i.e.: ef is idempotent) . By the same procedure fe is idem-
potent and (ef)(fe)ef - ef2e 2f = (ef) 2 = ef and 
(fe)(ef)(fe) = £e 2f 2e = (fe) 2 = fe. Hence ef and fe are inverses of 
each other and so are equal. That is, they commute. 
A one-to-one partial transf ormation of a set Xis a one-to-one 
mapping a of a subset Y of X onto a subset Y* = Ya of X. -1 . a l.S 
defined in the usual sense and in this case maps Ya onto Y. We denote 
the set of all one-to-one partial transformations of X unioned with 
the empty transformation , o, as Lx, The product as (o-,fj in LX) is 
defined thusl y: Let Y be the d omain of a and Z the domain of ~. 
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a! = o whenever (YQ'n Z) = ~. If this is not the case let W = (Yan Z) 
CY-1 . Then ryS is the composition of a/Wand S/Wry. Suppose w(aS) = 
zfos) then (wCY)S = (zO!)S implies wa = zo- since S is 1- 1, and this in 
turn implies w = z since a is one-to-one, Hence a8 is one-to-one. 
Clearly Q'S is onto WaS· Thus aSeL . 
X 
1x is shown to be associative 
by defining A,B, and C (subsets of X) as the respective domains of 
CY, S, yin Lx. Then let D:::: {Acrns} O'-l and E = {BsncJ s-1 
Define F = (D 6n cJ land G:::: {A nEJ -1 CY (aS)- Q' Q' 
Then F = D(\C(aS)-1 = AnB -1nc -land G = AnE -l = ~ (CYS) CY 
A f'l(Bnc 6_1) -l = An _1nc -l :::: AnB _1nc -1· Thus (Q'S)y CY Q' S Q'-l CY (aS) 
and CY(Sy) have the same domain. Since CY,S,y are all one-to-one then 
both compositions are one-to-one and onto F(a(Sy)) = F((CYS)y)' Thus 
Lx is a semigroup which is called the symmetric inverse semigroup on 
X. The name results from the following. 
For every Q' in Lx we have shown there exists a- 1 such that 
A(CY0'-1) = A. Thus Lx is regular. The result that Lx is an inverse 
semigroup follows from Theorem 39 once we show that any two idempotents 
commute. 
Lemma: Q' in Lx is idempotent if£ Q' is the identity map on some sub-
set of X. 
Proof: Let aeLx. Let B be a non empty subset of X such that 
Ba= B. Then BQ'2 = (BO')CY = BO' implies that a 2 = CY, Conversely sup-
pose 0'2 = CY, Let A be the domain of CY, Then ACY2 = A(oo) = (Act)a = 
Act shows that a is the identity map on Act. 
To show the commutativity of idempotents let Bev= Band AS= A 
(i.e.: let a,SeLx be idempotent) . Then W = {Ba()A} CY-1 = { BnA] Q'-1 
= BnA and V = {A 8n B} -1 == {AnBJ -1 = AnB. Thus aS is the S 8 
composition of ctfAnB and a/AnB. Similarly Sn' is defined. Since 
both are the identity on A/1B we have n'S == Sn'· 
Theorem 40: An inverse semigroup Sis isomorphic with an in-
verse subsemigroup of L8 ; the set of all one-to-one partial 
transformations of S. 
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Proof: Define a mapping Pa such that Pa maps sa-1 into Sa 
(i.e,: Saa-1 into sa-la since aa- 1 and a- 1a are idempotent) and xpa 
= xa. We must show Pa is one-to-one and onto. Hence suppose xpa = 
Ypa where x = ba-l and y = ca- 1 . Then xa::: (ba- 1)a = b(a- 1a) = b = 
C :::, But b = c implies x = y. 
sa-la· Then b = xa- 1a for some xa-1 in Sa- 1 . Hence b = (xa- 1)a = 
(xa- 1)pa· Thus Pa is onto. In the same manner Pa-1 is shown to be 
onto. Thus Pa in Ls; and Pa-l = Pa-l since for xesa-l, and YeSa; 
xPaPa-l = xaa-l = x and ypa-lpa = ya- 1a = y. Define another mapping 
q:> such that a cJ> = p . We claim ¢ is an isomorphism of S into Ls. 
a 
x(PaPb) = (xpa)pb = (xa)b == x(ab) = xPab shows¢ is a homomorphism 
(x in S). Using the fact that (ab)-l = b-la-l we show PaPb and Pab 
have the same domain. The domain of Pab is S(ab)(ab)- 1 while that of 
Papb is ((Saa-l)p n Sbb- 1) l::: (Sa- 1anSbb-l) l = (Sa-labb-l) l 
a Pa- Pa- Pa-
= (Sabb- 1) = Sabb-la- 1 = S(ab)(ab)- 1 . Finally we must show ,I... is Pa-1 't' 
one-to-one. Suppose Pa= Pb· Then their domains must be the same, 
1 1 1 -1 (i.e.: Saa- = Sbb- ). Hence aa- = bb since each principal right 
ideal has a unique idempotent generator, Let xeSaa- 1 then xpa = 
b . - 1 . - 1 h - 1 - lb Th -1 xpb = xa = x . Since a in Saa ten a a= a . ~s a= aa a 
= aa-lb = bb-lb = b. 
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Let be the regular representation of a right cancellative 
semigroup Snot having idempotent 1 1. Then a 111 = p where p is 
't' a a 
defined on Si. Then¢ is a faithful representation of S, ands¢ 
consists of a ll one-to-one mappings of s1 into si. Hence S~ is a 
s ubs et of Ls~. By the inverse hull of S we shall mean the inverse 
subs emi gr oup IH of Ls generated by S . That is IH is the intersec-
tion of all in~ erse subsemigroups of S containing S 
An element a of Lsi is called a one-to-one partial right transla-
tion (denoted p.r . t.) of s1 if the following holds: if x in S~ such 
that xa is defin ed, th en (rx) c;, is defin ed for every r in s·1, and 
(rx)Q' = r(Xa), 
Theorem 41: Let S be a right cancellative semigroup having no 
idempotent~ 1, and let IH be its inverse hull. 
i) The set of all p.r . t . 's of S~ is an inverse subsemigroup of Ls 
containing IH. 
ii) The domain U(O') and the range V(c;,) of a p.r.t, Q' of si (in par-
ticular of an element Q' of IH) are each left ideals of si. 
Proof of (J): Let Q',S be p.r.t. 's of S~ and x,y in S~. Assume 
y(o-S) is defined. Then yry and (yll')S must be defined, (y!l')S == y(!l'S), 
( xy )ry = x(yc;,) and all are defined. Then [x(y!l')]S = x[(yc;,)S] and is 
defined. Now the above equals (xy)(ryS ) and r[(yc;,)S] = r[y(o-S)]. 
Thus o-S is a p.r.t. of s1. Next we show a- 1 is a p . r.t. of s1. Let 
x,ye;s '.l and assume ya- 1 is defined. Let q = yc;,-1 . Then qc;, = y and 
is defined . Hence (xq)a = x( qc;,) = xy and is defined. But then 
(xy)c;,-1 is defined and (xy)c;,- l = xq = x(yc;,- 1). Finally by the defin-
iti on of Pa• then (xy )Pa = x (ypa) clearly show Pa is a p.r.t. of s1 
and hence the set of p.r.t. 's of S~ contains ~S ~ {Pa= a ins} 
which contain IH by definition , 
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Proof of (ii) : Let a be a p.r.t. Let YsU(a) and xss 1 . Then 
x(ya) = (xy)a implies xysU(a). Let qsV(a), Then q = ya for some y 
in s1 . This impli es (xy)a = xqsV(~). But this means U(a) and V(a) 
are left ideals. 
Theorem 42: If a semigroup is regular, then An B = AB for 
every right ideal A and every left ideal B of S. 
Proof: Let S be regular then for every a in S there is an x in 
S such that axa = a. Let A be any right ideal of Sand B be any 
left ideal of S . If xsAB then x = ab (asA, beB). Hence absA since 
A is a right ideal and absB since B is a left ideal. Thus x 8A n B. 
Let asA n B, Then aeA and aeB. Since S is regular there is an x in 
S so that a == a ( xa ) in AB since aeA and xaeB. Then An B~AB and 
AB6.AnB implies AB= AnB. 
Theorem 43: If every element of an inverse semigroup S commutes 
with its inverse, then S is the union of groups. 
Proof: Let S be an inverse semigroup such that if a,beS are 
inverses they commute , Then let ab= ba ~ e. Then ea= ae = e and 
be= eb = b. Henc e a and b belong to the maximal subgroup He of S 
containing e. Thus th ey are group inverses in He. Hence Sis the 
union of He (e in S). 
It follows as a corollary to theorem 4,3 that a regular cummuta-
tive semigroup is the union of groups. 
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Theorem 44: Let S be a left zero semigroup. Then every 
principal right ideal of S has a unique idempotent generator, bu t S 
is no t an inverse semigroup. 
Proof : Le t S be a left zero semigroup. And let xsi be a 
principal right ideal of S. Since xx= x then xs1 has the above 
property. For every yin S xyx = x and yxy = y means that y is an 
inverse for x, but not unique. Hence Sis not an inverse semigr oup, 
Theorem 45: A regular semigroup containing exactly one idemp o-
tent is a group. 
Proof: Let S be as above then by theorem 35(i) Sis an inv erse 
semigroup. Let e be the idempotent in S. Since for every a in S 
there is ab in S such that aba = a and bab = b, then e =ab= ba 
for e 2 = (ab)(ab) = (aba)b =ab= e. ea= aba = a and ae = aba = a. 
Hence e is the identity for Sand Sis a group. 
Theorem 46: A regular cancellative semigroup is a group. 
Proof: Given Sis a regular cancellative semigroup. Let a , b eS. 
Then there are x,y in S such that axa = a and byb = b. It follo ws 
that e == ax is idempotent and a left identity for a and that f ""' xa 
is id empotent and a right identity for a. Since S has a right an d 
l e ft identity for each element we have by cancellation the right 
id entity is common to every element. Similarly the left identity is 
common to every element. Thus S has a unique two sided identity. 
Since axa = ae implies xa == e. Then every element has a left 
identity. S is therefore a group by Theorem 1. 
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Embedding Semigroups in Groups 
The firs t necessary and sufficient cond iti ons for the embed-
ability of a semigroup in a group were presented in 1939 by Malcev. 
His work is far beyond the scope of this pap e r howev er ; and we shal 1 
confi ne our selves to special c ases of embedding and a very useful 
sufficien t condition discovered by Ore (Ann. of Meth. 32 (19 31), 
463-477). 
The ore m 47: A commutative semigroup can be embedd ed in a group 
iff it is cance llativ e . 
Proof: Let S be a commutative semigroup, Ga g roup and 1 an 
is omorphis m of S into G. Let a,b,c b e in Sand ca= cb. Then 
1 <ca) = ¢ ( cb ) implies ¢<c) ~(a) =¢(c)rj;(b) impliescp(a) =Cf(b) im-
plies a = b, s inc e G i s cancellative and¢ is one-to-one. Thus S 
is left cance llati ve . Conversely l e t S be a commutative semigroup 
which is lef t cance llat ive . Define a relation Ron SxS such that 
( a, b) R ( c,d ) if£ ad= be. Then (a,b) R (a,b) since ab= ba; ( a,b ) 
R ( c,d ) implies ad= b e impli es cb = da implies (c ,d ) R (a,b); 
finall y ( a,b ) R (c,d) and (c,d) R (e,f) imply adcf = bcde so that 
af (cd) = be(c d) gives af = be and (a,b) R (e,f). Thus R is an 
equivalence relation. We defin e a binary op erat i on on G = Sx S/R 
by [a ,b][c,d] = [ac,bd ] . Letting [a,b] = [a' ,b'] and [c,d] = [c' ,d'J 
it i s ea sily shown that [a,b][c,d] = [a',b'J[c',d'] (i.e. : that the 
operation is well defined) where [a,b] is the equivalence class con-
taining ( a,b). 
Associativi ty follows sinc e Sis a se mi group . We claim that 
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for any x in S [x,x] is the identity for G since [a,b][x,x] = 
[ax,bx]. Then a(bx) = b(ax) implies [a,b] = [ax,bx]. Clearly 
[a,b]- 1 = [b,a]. Hence G is a group. Since [ax,x] = [ay,y] for any 
x,y in S, denote [ax,x] = [a,l]. Then we define a mapping T from S 
into G by aT = [a,l]. Tis a homomorphism since (ab)T = [ab,l] = 
[a,l][b,l] = aT bT and bT = aT implies (ax,x) = (by,y) implies 
(ax)y = x(by) implies a= b. Hence Tis a one-to-one homomorphism 
from S into G. 
The foregoing proof establishes cancellation as a necessary 
condition for embedability of a non-commutative semigroup in a group, 
but it is far from sufficient. 
A semigroup Sis called right reversible if any two principal 
left ideals of s intersect: sansb 1 ¢ for all a,b ins. 
Theorem 48: Any right reversible, cancellative semigroup can be 
embedded in a group. 
Proof: We give an outline of this proof due to Rees. (1) For 
a~ in IH (inverse hull) define a to be a subset of S to mean U(a) is 
a subset of U(S) where U(y) represents the domain of y. 
(2) Define a congruence relation Ron IH such that ~RS if there 
exists a yin IH such that y js a subset of both a and~. 
(3) Show G = IH/R is a group. 
(4) Using right reversibility show IH does not contain the 
empty mapping . 
(5) Define the mapping T of S into G by aT = [pa] where [pa] is 
the congruence class containing Pa• 
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We say that G is a group of left quotients of S if G is a group 
containing the semigroup S such that every element of G can be writ-
ten in the form a-lb with a and bin S . 
For the following special case we see that right reversibility is 
a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Theorem 49: A cancellative semigroup Scan be embedded in a 
group of left quotients of S iff it is right reversible. 
Proof: Let S be right reversible. Then we have shown Scan be 
embedded in a group G. Let G1 be the set of all elements of G of 
the form a-lb for a,bsS, Since (a- 1b)-l = b-la then G is closed 
under inverses. Let a-lb and c- 1d be in G1 . Since Sis right 
reversible there exist x and yin S such that xb = ye. Then bc-1 = 
x-lysG and a- 1b c- 1d = a- 1x- 1yd = (xa)- 1yd s G1 since xa and yd are 
in S. Thus G1 is a subgroup of G. Conversely let G be a group of 
left quotients of S. Then for a,b in S ab-l = x- 1y for some x,y in 
S. Then xa = yb is in Sa() Sb and Sis right reversible. 
Theorem 50: Let S be the set of ordered pairs (i,j) of non-
nega tive integers i,j with product defined as follows: (i,j)(k,l) = 
(i+k,2kj+l). Then Sis a left reversible semigroup, but not right 
r eve rsible. 
Proof: Let i,j,k,l,m,neN, Then ((i,j)(k,l))(m,n) = (i+k,2kj+l) 
(m,n) = (i+k+m,zm(2kj+l)+n) and (i,j)((k,l)(m,n)) = (i,j)(k+m,2m1+n) = 
(i+k+m,2k+mj+2m1+n). Then 2m(2kj+l)+n = zk+mj + 2ml+n. Hence Sis 
associative. 
Let x,y,w,z be non-negative integers and suppose (i,j)(x,y) = 
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(k,l)(w,z). Then (i+x, 2xj+y) = (k+w,2wl+z). It is always possib l e 
to choose x and w so that i+x = k'l-w for a given i and k. Similarly 
we can choose y and z such that 2xj + y = 2wl + z once x and y ar e 
d eter min ed by i and k. Hence Sis left reversible, Now suppose 
(x,y)(i,j) = (w,z)(k,l). i k Then (x+i,2 y+j) = (w+k,2 z+l). Hence 
2iy+j = 2kz+l. Let (i,j) = (3,12) and (k,l) = (2,7). Then 23y+l2 
= 22z+7 implies an odd integer equals an even integer. This contra-
diction establishes the desired result. 
Right Groups 
We ca ll a semigroup Sa right group if it is right simple and 
left cancellative. It is useful to recall that a group is simpl y a 
left and right simple semigroup and that we have a right simpl e 
semigroup iff aS=S for every a in S. 
Theorem 51: A right group may be defined such that for any a,b 
in s there exists a unique element X of s such that ax= b. 
Proof: Let s be a right group. Then as=s for every a. Hence 
there is an X such that ax= b for b in s. If ay = b = ax then y = X 
by left cancellation so xis unique. Conversely suppose for any a ,b 
in S th e re is a unique x in S such that ax= b. This means aS=S. 
Hence Sis right simple. Suppose ca= cb for some c in S. There 
exists eeS such that ae = a for every a in S, since Sis right simple. 
Let x be in Sand xc = e then xca = x(ca) = x(cb) and a= ea= (xc)a 
= x ( cb) = (x c )b = eb = b. Hence Sis left cancellative. 
The or em 52 : Every i de mpotent element of a right simple semi-
group Sis a left identity element of S. 
Proof: Let esS have the property stated above. Since Sis 
right simple there is an x in S such that ex= a for every a in S. 
Then ea= e 2x =ex= a. 
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It is clear that every right zero semigroup is a right group. 
Let Sand T be right groups and define product in SxT by 
(s,t)(s',t') = (ss 1 ,tt') for s,s' in Sand t,t' in T. By solving 
(a,b)(x,y) = (c,d) as ax= e and by= d we see that SxT is right 
simple. Obviously SxT is left cancellative and associative. Hence 
SxT is a right group. 
Theorem 53: The following assertions concerning a semigroup S 
are equivalent: 
(1) Sis a right group. 
(2) Sis right simple, and contains an idempotent. 
(3) Sis the direct product GxE of a group G and a right zero 
semigroup E. 
Proof: (1) implies (2). 
Let a be in S. Then there is an e in S such that ae = a. 
Hence ae 2 = (ae)e = ae. By left cancellation e 2 = e. 
(2) implies (3). 
Let Ebe the set of idempotents of S. By Theorem 5 if esE the 
e is a left identity of S. Then for fin E ef = f so that Eis a 
right zero subsemigroup of S. Left cancellation was proved in 
Theor em 51. If esE, then we have also previously shown Se is a 
subsemigroup with right identity e. If asSe then ax= e for some x 
in S . Then a(xe) = (ax)e = e 2 = e and so a has the right inverse xe 
which makes Se a subgroup of S. (See the first section of the paper 
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where S has a left identity and left inverses.) Let G == Sg for s ome 
gin E. Define the mapping~ of GxE into S by (a,e)¢ = ae. Then 
for a,b in G and e,f in E. 
[(a, e )(b,f)] ~: ) ab,ef)~ = (ab)(ef) = abf = a(eb)f = (ae)(bf) = 
( a , e ) ~(b,f)¢, Assume (a,e)~= (b,f)f Then a= ag = (ae)g = 
(bf) g = b(fg) = bg = b implies ae = bf = af. By left cancellation 
e = f. Finally to establish¢ as an isomorphism which is onto let a 
be in S. Then for some e in s ae = a. Then ae 2 = (ae) e = ae implies 
e 2 = a and e in E. Then for ag in G = s8,a = ae = (ag)e = (ag,e)¢. 
(3) implies (1). We have previously shown that th e direct 
product of two right groups is a right group. 
We specify the following symbols: 
(RS) s is right simple. 
(LS) s is left simple. 
(RC) s is right cancellative. 
(LC) s is left cancellative. 
Taking any combination, three at a time, establishes Sas a right 
group. 
Consider the following: 
Il{R] There ex ists a left identity element e of S such that eeSa 
[eeaS] for every a of S . 
IIL[ R] For each element a of S, Sa[aS] contains a left identity 
element of S. 
Theorem 55: ( 1) IL is equivalent to S being a group. 
(2) IR , HJ., and II R are equival nt to S b i ng ri ght group. 
Proof: (1) Let S be a group. Then for every a in S there is 
so 
an e in S such that e = xasSa, Conversel y suppose eeSa for every a 
in Sande i s a left identi y. Then e = xa for some x in S implies 
S also has l.eft inv erses , Hence S is a gr up. 
( 2) TR is equ i va J ent a right group. 
Let S be a right group. Then aS=S for every a in Sand by 
Theorem 53 (2) there is an idempotent e in S. By Theorem 52 e is a 
left id en tity of S. Hence e = axeaS. 
Conversely supp ose e i s in aS for every a in Sand ea= a. 
Then e = ax for some x in S. Then for any bin S. b = eb = axb = 
a(xb) . That is S = aS . Hence Si s right simple. Then e 2 = (ax)(ax) 
= e (ax) = ax - e . Sin ce S contains an id empote nt Sis a right group 
by The orem 53. It is easily verified that the conditions IIL and IIR 
are equiv al ent to S b eing a right group. 
Theore m 56: A right group is the union of a set of isomorphic 
disjoint grou ps. 
Pro of: Si nce Sis a right group it co ntains an i dempotent, say 
e . Hence Se is a group ( see Theorem 53). Suppose feS is also 
idempotent. We shall sh ow sen Sf = 4. Assume a in Se() Sf. Then 
a-l in Se ()S f since both are groups. Then (a-1.a)e = a-1.a = (a -1,a )f. 
Then e 2 = e = f 2 = f. Define the mapping 1 of Se in to Sf such that 
x = xf for x in Se, Then (xy)~ = x (yf) = x (f(yf)) = (xf)(yf)= x4'yp 
sh ows f is a h omomorphis m. 4 is one-to-one since xf = yf implies 
x = y. Let x f be in Sf then x ( ef) = (xe)f = (xe)¢. Thus f is onto 
and Se i s isomorph i c to Sf, 
The orem 57: A s emig r oup Sis a right group iff it is regular 
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and left cancellative. 
Proof: Assume Sis a right group. By IRS has a left identity 
e such that e = ax for every a in Sand some x in S. Hence ea= 
(ax)a = a implies Sis regular. By definition Sis left cancellative. 
Conversely assume Sis regular and left cancellative. We need to 
show Sis right simple to show Sis a right group. Hence let aeS. 
Then there exists xeS such that axa = a. Then a(xa) = a implies for 
every aeS there is k = xa for some xeS and ak = a. That is: aS=S 
for every aeS. Therefore Sis right simple. 
Theorem 58: A semigroup Sis a right group iff it is a union of 
disjoint groups such that the set of identity elements of the groups 
is a right zero subsemigroup. 
Proof: Let S be a right group. Then by Theorem 56 Sis a 
union of disjoint groups. Since every idempotent e in Eis a left 
id entity of S then Eis a right zero subsemigroup. 
Conversely suppose S = UGa (a in I). Let ca= cb for a,b,c in 
S then c in GS for S in I. Then c- 1 (ca) = c-l(cb) implies (c- 1c)a = 
(c- 1c)b implies ea= eb implies a= b, since every idempotent is a 
left identity. Hence Sis left cancellative. Let a,b be in S. 
Then (aa- 1)b = eb = b implies a(a- 1b) = b. Let a- 1b = x. Then for 
every a,b in S there is an x in S such that ax= b. Hence aS = S 
and Sis a right group. 
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